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Introduction
• Brief overview of the g-2 experiment: how to measure g-2?
• Introduction to field measurement procedure
• Field monitoring hardware: how to measure the field
• Analysis procedure: interpolation
• Uncertainties
• Outlook
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Overview of the g-2 experiment
• Experiment will measure the quantity aμ
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• Fit ‘wiggle plot’ (number of decay positrons vs time
in detector) to extract ωa = difference between
cyclotron and spin precession frequencies

ωa ⃗ = ωc ⃗ − ωs ⃗

• How do we measure B?
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How to measure aμ
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• From proton NMR:

⃗
ℏωp = 2μp | B |

• This means aμ can be expressed as

ωa μp mμ ge
aμ =
ω̃p μe me 2

• The other ratios are known to high precision: we measure the ratio of two
frequencies, ωa and ωp, to extract aμ
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B field is precisely
vertical 1.45 T

What is ω̃p ?

‘C’ shape magnet

• ωp = precession frequency of a proton shielded in
H 20

Vertical dipole field
B0 = 1.45 T

• A trolley goes around the full storage ring every few
days to measure the field map

Tiny (ppm) changes to
magnet geometry
cause the field to drift
over time (caused by
temperature changes)

• We need to know the magnetic field as seen by the
muons in the ring
• ‘Fixed’ NMR probes embedded in the walls of the
vacuum chambers measure field drifts continuously
between trolley runs
• Use the fixed probes to interpolate the field map
between trolley runs
• Weight the field map by the measured muon beam
distribution
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Field map

Beam profile

Measuring the field map: multipole expansion
• The 2D field map can be approximated as a ‘multipole expansion’
n
4

r
B(r, θ) = B0 +
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Measuring the field map: multipole expansion
• The 2D field map can be approximated as a ‘multipole expansion’
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B0 = 1.45 T
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n=0
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Measuring the field map: multipole expansion
• The 2D field map can be approximated as a ‘multipole expansion’
n
4

‘normal’ terms
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Measuring the field map: multipole expansion
• The 2D field map can be approximated as a ‘multipole expansion’
n
4

‘normal’ terms
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‘skew’ terms

r
B(r, θ) = B0 +
an cos(nθ) + bn sin(nθ)]
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Extracting the moments from the NMR probes
r
B(r, θ) = B0 +
an cos(nθ) + bn sin(nθ)]
[
∑ ( r0 )
n=0
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n

• Trolley: perform a 2D fit using
the above function to the
frequencies from the 17 probes
(multipole expansion)
• Fixed probes: predict
multipoles by geometrically
combining the frequencies of
the probes above and below
the storage region

B0 = 1.45 T

Multipole ‘mixing’
• We use geometrical combinations of the fixed probes to
predict the field in the storage region (where the trolley
measures)
Dipole: average of all probes
NQ: Subtract inner probes from outer probes (radial
gradient)
SQ: Subtract bottom probes from top probes (vertical
gradient)
• If the NS term drifts, all FP (top/bottom, inner/outer) will
change in the same direction
• The interpreted dipole (average of all probes) will
also be affected by a change in the NS
• Correct the FP measured dipole term for the NS
term

Synchronizing the trolley and the fixed probes
• For an individual ‘station’, track the field
drifts continuously over time
• When the trolley drives past the station,
synchronize the fixed probe measurement
and the trolley measurement
• Trolley has a magnetic ‘footprint’ that can be
used to find the time of synchronization

synchronization time

Interpolating between trolley measurements
• First, calibrate the fixed probe data by
synchronizing it to the first trolley run
(‘forwards calibration’)

Interpolating between trolley measurements
• Calibration drifts over time; re-calibrate the
fixed probe measurements at the
intermediate times using the second trolley
run (~3 days later)

Interpolating between trolley measurements
• Calibration drifts over time; re-calibrate the
fixed probe measurements at the
intermediate times using the second trolley
run (~3 days later)
• The amount that the ‘forwards’ calibrated
data differs from the second trolley run
measurement is called the Interpolation
Discontinuity (ID)
• ID will be different for each station and
dataset — use the IDs to characterize the
interpolation uncertainty

Interpolation discontinuity (ID)

Brownian Bridge Interpolation Uncertainty
• Calibrate the fixed probe drifts at ‘either side’ and
subtract out linear component — Brownian Bridge
• Size of ID is time dependent — need to understand
time dependence to parameterize uncertainty
• Use ID for each station as input to a Random Walk
model (histogram of 72 stations for each ‘run pair’)

A. Tewsley-Booth

Uncertainty vs time

• Use ID distribution (mean, RMS) to obtain timedependent uncertainty for each run pair, normalised
by length of time between trolley runs
• Having trolley runs at either end reduces the
interpolation uncertainty of sqrt(3)
B. Kiburg
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Summary of Uncertainties (Dipole)
Uncertainty (ppb)

Trolley motion

• Preliminary uncertainties, still to be
finalized
• Number shown here for dipole
uncertainty in longest trolley pair
(highest interpolation uncertainty)
• Beneath target of 70 ppb for
uncertainty associated with the ωp
measurement

Trolley transverse/vertical position
Frequency extraction
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Calibration: trolley footprint correction
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Calibration (overall)

Interpolation uncertainty (tying)

Interpolation uncertainty (Brownian Bridge)
Total
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Muon weighting
• Final stage of the analysis is to take the muon beam profile as a function of
time between trolley runs and weight the field maps by the beam distribution
• Field has significant NS term
• Beam has significant NQ term (radially offset)
• Perform this analysis for the whole dataset and then average over time to
get weighted ωp
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Summary
• Outlined procedure for determining ωp from the field monitoring probes
• Two robust independent analysis techniques for the field interpolation have been
developed
• Good agreement between techniques for all run 1 datasets
• Muon weighting analysis framework has been developed
• Uses time-dependent beam profile to get weighted field
• Preliminary uncertainties for run 1 dataset are on track to be within final target
uncertainty of 70 ppb
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Backup slides
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Uncertainties associated with trolley/FP ‘tying’
• Additional uncertainties are associated with
calibrating the fixed probe measurements with the
trolley measurements
• FP data has intrinsic noise — perform Allan
Standard Deviation study to determine how much
data to average to minimize the uncertainty when
setting it equal to a trolley measurement
• Two different analysis teams with different methods
for the interpolation — both analyses agree within a
few ppb for run 1
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